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PRODUCT OVERVIEW



Alternative investment transactions continue to be lengthy, manual, and paper-
laden, leading to NIGO errors, security risks, and operational ine� iciencies that 
drive up costs and discourage wealth managers and investors from considering 
alternative investments. Altigo is a electronic trade processing platform from 
WealthForge designed to improve the alternative investment experience for asset 
managers, broker-dealers, registered investment advisors, and their investors. 

Altigo provides an intuitive front-end for wealth managers to quickly initiate a 
subscription through an online intelligent interview. Once both the rep/advisor and 
investor have executed the subscription documents with either wet or electronic 
signature, the firm can follow the existing process for reviewing and processing 
the transaction. No system integration, new technology resources or change 
management is required.
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Alternative investments in good order with Altigo. 

FASTER CAPITAL RAISING
The average cycle-time for an investment made through 
the platform is 2 days, compared to 20 days with manual 
processes. 

STRENGTHENED PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS
80% of rep and advisor users say they would highly 
recommend Altigo. 

DECREASED NIGO ERRORS
95% of documents submitted through Altigo are in good 
order the first time, eliminating time wasted on re-work.

REDUCED COST
Altigo reduces expenses associated with paper documents 
and has lower onboarding and maintenance costs 
compared to partially digitized processes.WITHOUT  ALTIGO

30%+
2 hours
20 days

WITH ALTIGO

5% or less
20 minutes
2 days*

NIGO Error Rates

Order Entry Time

Investment Cycle Time

*Stats above are based on internal estimates. NIGO errors defined as mistakes in the paperwork that require correction.
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Key Features

OFFERING SHOWCASE
Display a list of your available 
o� erings to existing distribution 
partners as well as potential new 
RIA distribution via the Altigo 
Marketplace (see next page). 

ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE
Documents can be signed via 
electronic signature, which are 
automatically routed to all parties 
in sequence to reduce cycle-time.

TRANSACTION ACTIVITY 
DASHBOARD
Track alternative investments 
in progress at-a-glance with an 
interactive dashboard detailing all 
activity of trade packages “in flight”.

INTELLIGENT INTERVIEW
Provide distribution partners 
with an intuitive information 
collection workflow that pre-fills 
your subscription documents and 
eliminates NIGO errors.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
Receive a single package 
containing sponsor, firm, and 
custodian required documents 
such as suitability questionnaires, 
concentration worksheets, and 
custodial letters of authorization.

DATA SECURITY
Avoid exposing personally 
identifiable information (PII) via 
email by utilizing a secure signing 
portal with encryption, monitoring, 
and recovery features built in.
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Benefit from additional distribution

While Altigo allows you to provide your existing distribution with a faster, easier 
investment process, reducing the friction of doing business with you and improving 
your relationships, Altigo Marketplace expands your distribution to include our 
network of RIA users, who use the platform to enhance their product discovery. 

Selling agreements with WealthForge Securities will allow o� erings to be featured 
on Altigo and accessed by advisors through a searchable o� ering showcase. 
WealthForge takes on the heavy li� , mapping documents into our “intelligent 
interview” workflow and putting the necessary RIA agreements in place.

MARKETPLACE CONNECTIONS
Altigo provides a single-channel through which
sponsors can connect with RIAs who are specifically
seeking alternative investments.

SUPPORTED OFFERING TYPES
Altigo currently supports private placement funds, 
Non-traded REITs, 1031 Exchange DSTs, and Opportunity
Zone Funds spanning real estate, energy, private credit,
private equity, and more.

“ I had accepted the manual process as a necessary evil to take 
advantage of the benefits of alternative investments. But Altigo 
eliminates the frustration—both for me and my clients—when 
investing in alternatives. It is essential that the industry adopt this 
type of technology to keep up with investors’ expectations.”

— Carl E. Sera, Wealth Manager 
     and Managing Principal
     Sera Capital Management 
     Investment Services**

WITH ALTIGO

Makes doing business 
easier for your 
existing distribution

WITH MARKETPLACE

Expands your 
distribution to RIAs
seeking alternatives 
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Case Study: Capital Square 1031

CHALLENGES
Alternative investment sponsor Capital Square recognized that the outdated process 
through which alternative investments were executed was holding them back from 
stronger and more productive relationships with their distribution partners. During 
the COVID-19 pandemic, Capital Square also needed a way to facilitate transactions 
for wealth managers working from home.

RESULTS
A� er using Altigo for nearly a year, Capital Square 1031 was able to transition a 
significant amount of their capital raising business away from expensive and error-
prone paper-processes, save their distribution partners time and money, and 
increase their digital transaction activity during COVID-19.

Capital Square was able to put the remote capabilities of Altigo to the test. A rep was 
able to utilize Altigo’s bulk subscribe feature to put 18 investments from 6 entities 
into 3 o� erings. The combined $16 million package was completed in under 6 hours. 
From Q1, before the worst of COVID-19, to Q2, when the pandemic was in full swing, 
Capital Square increased the number of transactions put through Altigo by 43%.

WHAT’S NEXT?
Capital Square has recently expanded their engagement with Altigo by opting in to 
Altigo Marketplace. Through this new opportunity, Capital Square looks forward to 
ease-of-access to the RIA community and a resulting increase in net new distribution.

138
investments on Altigo

$75M
investments transacted

~230
person-hours saved

~$22K
in operational expenses saved

    43%
increase in recent Altigo transaction activity

WealthForge’s innovative technology has 
allowed us to streamline our subscription 
process, resulting in a faster turnaround time 
and virtually eliminating NIGO errors  those 
transactions. This should be standard for all 
alternative investments.”

— Louis Rogers, Founder and CEO
     Capital Square 1031     

“

  *All stats contained in this case study were sourced from Altigo platform data. 
** Testimonials reflect this clients’ historical experiences with WealthForge’s technology and may not be representative of the 

experiences of all clients or with other services. Testimonials are not a guarantee of future performance or success. 



Sponsors and Broker-Dealers currently on Altigo:



Contact us to learn more.
Contact us for a product tour, pricing or to learn more 
about WealthForge’s services.

866.603.4115
altigo@wealthforge.com
wealthforge.com/altigo


